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We investigate the coupling of microwave cavity fields to an ensemble of Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centre

spins using a new and original spherical dielectric resonator arrangement. The need for coupling fields

to spins using resonators is vital since natural coupling between electronic spins and electromagnetic

fields is generally weak. With the electronic spin transition of NV centres situated in the microwave re-

gion of the electromagnetic spectrum, spin manipulation is performed with microwave fields. Microwave

fields coupled to NV centres are essential for phenomena such as superradiance masing action [1][2]

and techniques to enhance spin-readout for magnetic field sensing [3] with broad applications such as

nanoscale sensing, astronomy, metrology and telecommunications. Due to their morphology and di-

electric properties, spherical dielectric resonators are known to exhibit Mie resonances [4]. When two

spherical resonators are spatially separated, microwave hotspots are formed between the resonators . We

aim to demonstrate that the microwave hotspots formed by spherical dielectric resonators can be used

to couple microwave fields to NV centres and serve as a low power, robust, and novel way of reaching

higher spin-photon coupling strength.
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